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ABSTRACT

Johansson ML, Lavigne SY, Ramcharan CW, Heath DD, MacIsaac HJ. Detecting a spreading nonindigenous species using multiple methodologies. Lake Reserv Manage. 36:432–443.
Non-indigenous species (NIS) are often introduced to novel environments at very low population
abundance. Detecting the presence of such an NIS can be very challenging, particularly as it
spreads from the initial establishment site. This provides an opportunity to test detection limits
using different approaches. This study tested the detection capability of 3 methods as zebra mussels (Dreissena polymorpha) spread from south to north through Lake Winnipeg, Manitoba,
Canada. Zebra mussel veliger larvae were detected using cross-polarized light microscopy (CPLM),
flow cytometry and microscopy (FlowCam), and conventional polymerase chain reaction (cPCR)
analysis of environmental DNA (eDNA) on the same samples. Abundance generally declined from
south to north in the lake but was lowest at Calder’s Dock (central). Although abundances could
be quite low (i.e., <1 veliger/m3, Calder’s Dock) CPLM prevalence—the percentage of samples
with at least one veliger—was high throughout the lake (99–100% of samples). Prevalence was
lower for cPCR and FlowCam but was statistically associated with veliger abundance. Using standardized 3 mL subsamples (0.06–0.18 m3 of lake water sampled), all 3 methods had a high probability of veliger detection if large numbers of samples were processed. FlowCam was the most
expensive method to process these 3 mL subsamples, while cPCR was least expensive and fastest.
eDNA combined with intensive sampling is the most practical method for wide-scale monitoring
programs for early detection. However, all 3 methods are complementary and could be deployed
sequentially, with rapid initial sample processing using PCR, confirmation and density estimation
with FlowCam, and detailed veliger counts using CPLM.

The rate of movement of non-indigenous species
(NIS) across the globe is increasing due to
human trade and travel (Hulme 2009). Many NIS
exhibit a lag phase after introduction during
which population size remains low and possibly
below detection (Keitt et al. 2001, Adams et al.
2018, Coutts et al. 2018). Early detection of NIS
and successful intervention programs may reduce
unwanted impacts of harmful NIS (i.e., invasive
species; e.g., Vander Zanden et al. 2010).
Increasing sampling intensity can increase the
probability of detection of these populations and
reduce the occurrence of false negatives (Harvey
et al. 2009, Hoffman et al. 2011, 2016, Counihan
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and Bollens 2017). Detection accuracy—the ability to successfully determine true presence or
absence of a NIS—is important for rapid
response programs.
Zebra mussels (Dreissena polymorpha) were
first found in the Laurentian Great Lakes in the
mid 1980s (Hebert et al. 1989). These bivalves
profoundly alter invaded ecosystems, biofoul submerged structures, and clog pipes that draw water
from infested waterways (Higgins and Vander
Zanden 2010). Zebra mussels release gametes
into the water when the temperature exceeds
12 C. After fertilization, larval veligers remain
suspended in the water for 10 to 15 d or more—
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depending on temperature—before settling on
hard substrates (Hebert et al. 1989, Reed et al.
1998). This planktotrophic stage allows dispersal
via currents or movement in water transported
by boaters (e.g., live wells). Veliger abundance is
typically correlated with adult zebra mussel abundance, fecundity, and water temperature (Reed
et al. 1998), and given that no native North
American freshwater bivalves produce a veliger
larvae (Thorpe and Rogers 2010), their presence
can be used as an indicator of dreissenid mussels
in the system (Johnson 1995, Frischer et al.
2005). While eradication of dreissenids from a
large lake is not feasible (Nalepa 2014), early
implementation of management strategies may
help alleviate the downstream cost of dealing
with the species (Hosler 2011).
Adult zebra mussels were first detected in 2009
in the Red River, North Dakota, which flows into
Lake Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada (Wassenaar
and Rao 2012). In 2013, zebra mussels were
found in the southernmost portion of Lake
Winnipeg (Fisheries and Oceans Canada [DFO]
2014), likely introduced to the lake by advective
flow from the Red River or by boaters moving
contaminated vessels overland (L. Janusz,
Manitoba
Department
of
Sustainable
Development, May/June 2015, pers. comm.).
Following a failed eradication attempt in spring
2014, the Manitoba Aquatic Invasive Species
Program reported that the species was present
only in the south end of the lake during October
2015 (Conservation and Water Stewardship
[CWS] 2015). The uneven distribution of the species is not surprising, as the lake is the ninth longest (416 km) in the world, the invasion took
place in the extreme south part of the lake, and
the invasion was seemingly discovered early on.
The uneven distribution also afforded us an
opportunity to test detection limits for the species
using a variety of sampling methods.
Detection sensitivity—defined as the ability to
detect a species at very low abundance—is directly related to sampling effort (Hoffman et al.
2016, Stanislawczyk et al. 2018). Intensive sampling can increase the probability of capturing an
individual of a species present at low abundance.
Sample processing methods may also affect detection sensitivity (Trebitz et al. 2017, Stanislawczyk
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et al. 2018). We explored effectiveness of 3 methods of sample analysis for zebra mussel detection,
with a focus on veliger larvae.
The first method of analysis was cross-polarized light microscopy (CPLM). Birefringent properties of veligers’ shells (i.e., they have 2 different
refractive indices due to their optical properties)
cause them to stand out with a distinctive cross
pattern against an otherwise dark background
under cross-polarized light, allowing them to be
efficiently enumerated (Johnson 1995). Prior to
the advent of cross-polarized light microscopy,
veligers were identified with transmitted light
microscopy, which is more prone to false negatives (Marsden 1992). CPLM is widely used for
veliger detection in monitoring and surveillance
programs (see Hosler 2011), but like transmitted
light microscopy it is labor-intensive and
time-consuming.
The second method of analysis was a semiautomated particle visual analyzer, referred to as
a flow cytometer and microscope (FlowCam)
(Culverhouse et al. 2006, Fluid Imaging
Technologies Inc. 2011, Hosler 2011). FlowCam
captures images of microscopic particles as they
pass through a flow cell (Fluid Imaging
Technologies Inc. 2011). With a high image rate,
FlowCam allows higher sample processing efficiency than CPLM or traditional microscopy
(Wang et al. 2015). Images are stored and can be
sorted by variables such as size and shape. With
proper optimization, FlowCam can automatically
classify zooplankton or phytoplankton, making
the job of species identification easier and more
efficient (Camoying and Y~
niguez 2016).
FlowCam has been widely used to assess changes
in plankton community structure (Graham and
Camp 2017), for identification of metazooplankton (Le Bourg et al. 2015), and to identify dinoflagellate cells (Buskey and Hyatt 2006) or
cyanobacteria associated with harmful algal
blooms (Graham et al. 2018). Fitted with a crosspolarizing filter (XPL attachment), FlowCam can
be used for veliger detection (Spaulding 2009).
Finally, we used molecular detection by conventional polymerase chain reaction (cPCR),
amplifying environmental DNA (eDNA; Egan
et al. 2015), specifically in this case DNA from
veliger larvae. Planktonic organisms or DNA
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shed by organisms into the environment can be
collected, isolated, and analyzed (Taberlet et al.
2012, Rees et al. 2014). Detection by eDNA
makes use of species-specific primers to amplify
segments of DNA of target species, allowing
cross-referencing against online databases for
rapid identification. eDNA has been used for
identification of species ranging from microbes to
mammals (Rees et al. 2014).
A previous study (Frischer et al. 2012) used a
double-blind approach to test the reliability of
the same 3 basic approaches (although that
study’s FlowCam approach did not incorporate
cross-polarizing lenses), finding that CPLM was
most reliable, followed by FlowCam and then
cPCR. By adding cross-polarizing lenses to the
FlowCam, our approach promises easier identification of veligers, and improved reliability. We
are also able to test a newer cPCR approach for
eDNA (Egan et al. 2015) that was not available at
the time of the previous study. In addition, while
accuracy and reliability of the 3 methods of analysis are important and have been discussed
(Frischer et al. 2012), feasibility, ease of use, and
economics of using different methods have not
been explored. Cost-effectiveness of these methods is important, as it may inform which detection method should be utilized in the future
(Roos et al. 1998). Depending on budget, time
constraints, and availability of equipment, one of
these 3 methods may be better suited for the
needs of a particular monitoring program
(Chades et al. 2017). NIS monitoring programs
can benefit from lowering costs and increasing
efficiency (Bogich et al. 2008, Hauser and
McCarthy 2009). To that end, we examined the
estimated cost and time required for each method
to analyze 500 samples.
We hypothesized that detection of zebra mussels in the north basin of Lake Winnipeg where
the species had not been reported would be more
difficult than in the south basin where they were
known to occur. We tested this hypothesis by
establishing a proposed population density gradient from south to north and intensively sampling
at 5 sites, with samples then analyzed using all 3
detection methods. Here we test improved versions of the FlowCam approach (adding crosspolarizing lenses) and cPCR (Egan et al. 2015),

comparing the ability of each method to detect
veligers in natural samples and additionally
assessing the impact of sample number and veliger abundance on detection probability.
Specifically, we hypothesized that the probability
of detecting at least one veliger would increase
with abundance of veligers at a site and with
increasing numbers of samples examined. Finally,
we assess the relative costs of the 3 methods to
assess the cost-effectiveness of monitoring using
each method.
Materials and methods

Our study location, Lake Winnipeg, is located in
Manitoba, Canada. It has an area of 23,750 km2
and a watershed of 9,53,000 km2 (Brunskill et al.
1980). We intensively sampled 5 locations in
Lake Winnipeg (Figure 1) to assess veliger presence after mussels were presumed to have
spawned in relation to seasonal water temperature (Marsden 1992, Counihan and Bollens
2017). We selected the 5 sites to establish a clear
south to north gradient, sampling them from 23
to 27 July 2015 in the following order: Winnipeg
Beach, Grand Rapids, Dauphin River, Calder’s
Dock, and Hnausa. Samples were collected with
vertical hauls using plankton nets (63 mm mesh,
50 cm diameter mouth and 150 cm length). This
approach means that we were collecting relatively
large particles (i.e., whole veligers and other
plankton) while sampling larger volumes of water
than typically sampled for soluble or particulate
eDNA (e.g., Egan et al. 2015). Thus, our method
would be expected to increase the probability of
sampling veligers, but would collect particulate or
soluble eDNA poorly, if at all. New nets were
used at each location to prevent cross-contamination. We collected 100 plankton tows at each
location from a drifting boat, yielding a total of
500 samples. Global positioning system (GPS)
coordinates of start and end points for each sampling location were recorded. Vertical hauls were
collected from just above lake bottom (5.5 m to
15 m depths) and hauled up at a rate of approximately 0.5 m/s (Marsden 1992). The depth of
each haul was recorded. Total sample volumes
for each haul ranged between 1 and 3 m3. To prevent contamination, the boat bilge was drained
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Figure 1. Map of Lake Winnipeg, Manitoba. Black dots indicate sampling locations. Grand Rapids and Dauphin River are
locations in the north basin of the lake. Calder’s Dock is in a
channel connecting the north and south basins. Hnausa and
Winnipeg Beach are in the south basin, where the mussel was
first observed.

and dried between sites. All samples were immediately concentrated in a 40 mm sieve, preserved
in 95% ethanol, and stored at ambient temperature until processing in the laboratory.
In the laboratory, complete samples were filtered through a 300 mm Nitex mesh sieve to
remove larger particles. Dreissena veligers settle
from the water column when animals are
between 200 mm and 250 mm (Hebert et al. 1989),
so filtering out the >300 mm fraction of plankton
in the samples was not expected to affect veliger
occurrence or abundance in samples while eliminating many interfering particles and thereby
rendering detection of the species easier (Johnson
1995). Filtered samples were resuspended in
50 mL of 95% ethanol and subsequently analyzed
using methods described in the following for veliger/mussel detection.
Following Johnson (1995), we used crosspolarized lenses on a stereomicroscope to detect
and enumerate veligers in samples. Filtered whole
samples were processed under cross-polarized
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light on a Leica transmitted light stereomicroscope at 16 magnification. Polarizing lenses
were custom-made by Joseph F.J. Zeman, A-Z
Microscope Limited (291 Cheapside Street,
London, Ontario, N6A 2A3). We identified and
counted only Dreissena veligers, recording their
abundance using laboratory tally counters.
Among North American bivalves, only the introduced dreissenids produce 2-shelled veliger larvae
(native veliger-producing snails have a single, spiraled shell), making identification straightforward
(Thorpe and Rogers 2010). To compare the relative probability of detecting veligers in low abundance samples between our 3 methods, we
additionally processed 100 subsamples of 3 mL
each (representing between 0.06 and 0.18 m3 lake
water sampled) from the Calder’s Dock site using
CPLM and counted the number of subsamples
with at least one veliger detected.
To assess the detection of veligers using
FlowCam, the same samples that were used in
CPLM were shaken vigorously by hand, and a
3 mL subsample (0.06–0.18 m3 water sampled)
was removed using a disposable plastic pipette.
We mixed each subsample with 3 mL of polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) solution to increase viscosity and to slow the movement of particles
through the flow cell. A 4 objective was used
on the FlowCam. We set the flow of plankton
through the flow cell to the lowest setting to
ensure that the maximum number of particles
was captured. A cross-polarizing filter (XPL) was
attached to the FlowCam to increase visibility of
veligers. We imaged particles using the Image
Management System (IMS) under autoimaging
mode. We analyzed and manually enumerated
captured images of plankton using Visual
Spreadsheet software, since many of the images
captured by FlowCam IMS software were not
veligers (most images captured debris or other
plankton), and many veligers were captured only
as partial images. Because no native bivalves produce veliger larvae, we could easily confirm dreissenids from manual, visual inspection of saved
images (Fluid Imaging Technologies Inc 2011).
To assess the possibility that 3 mL subsamples
created volume-based artifacts in our veliger
counts, we also tested our FlowCam results using
subsample volumes of 1 mL (representing
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0.02–0.06 m3 lake water sampled), 5 mL (0.1–0.3
m3), 10 mL (0.2–0.6 m3), 15 mL (0.3–0.9 m3), and
25 mL (0.5–1.5 m3) from one high-abundance
(southern site) sample and one low-abundance
(northern site) sample.
Our eDNA approach consisted of extracting
DNA from bulk plankton samples, rather than
water samples (Pe~
narrubia et al. 2016, Ardura
et al. 2017). By sampling a large volume of water,
we increase the odds of collecting at least one
veliger. However, we were unable to collect soluble or particulate DNA using this method.
Another advantage of collecting whole, live
planktonic organisms and preserving them immediately in 95% ethanol is that DNA degradation
was unlikely to be a significant problem. Total
genomic DNA was extracted from a 1 mL subsample of each filtered bulk plankton sample (the
same samples as previously used for CPLM and
FlowCam), representing between 0.02 and
0.06 m3 of lake water sampled (Zaiko et al. 2015,
Ardura et al. 2017). We based our choice of conventional PCR (instead of real-time quantitative
PCR, qPCR) on the low cost and ubiquity of the
skills and equipment needed to deploy this technique (Xia et al. 2018). The trade-off with this
decision is that cPCR is nonquantitative and less
sensitive than qPCR (Xia et al. 2018). In addition,
at the time of our analysis, no qPCR assays for
dreissenids had been developed. An assay for
zebra mussels is now available (Gingera et al.
2017), and qPCR could be used to increase sensitivity and add a quantitative element to an eDNA
survey for zebra mussel presence. The cytochrome oxidase I (COI) gene was PCR amplified
using species-specific primers, DpCOI-F (5’GGGATTCGGAAATTGATTGGTAC-3’)
and
DpCOI-R
(5’-GAATCTGGTCACACCAATAG
ATGTGC-3’) (Egan et al. 2015). All PCR reactions were performed in 11 lL reactions containing 1 lL of template DNA, 0.8 lL of Mg2SO4
(BioBasic), 0.2 lL dNTPs, 0.2 lL of each primer,
1 lL of 10 buffer, and 0.06 lL of Taq polymerase (BioBasic). Cycling conditions for PCR were
an initial denaturation step of 95 C for 1 min, 30
cycles of 94 C for 30 sec, 59 C for 45 sec, and 72
C for 1 min, and a final extension at 72 C for
8 min. To assess positive detections, we visualized
PCR products on a 2% agarose gel. We

conducted a sensitivity test for our primer pair
using individual zebra mussel veligers to determine the minimum number of veligers needed to
amplify/detect DNA. By picking individual
veligers from a single sample and placing them
directly into the extraction buffer, we extracted
and PCR amplified one, 3, 5, and 10 individual
veligers using the same PCR protocol already
described. We performed parallel extractions and
PCR with and without phytoplankton included to
assess the effects of PCR inhibition by phytoplankton and qualitatively assessed the results
using a 2% agarose gel. Finally, we extracted and
PCR amplified DNA from 100 subsamples of
3 mL each (0.06 and 0.18 m3 lake water) from the
Calder’s Dock site to directly compare detection
probabilities at a similar sample volume among
our 3 methods.
To test whether abundances differed significantly
between sample sites, we conducted a
Kruskal–Wallis test followed by a Dunn test with
Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons on
CPLM abundance estimates for the 5 sites sampled
using the “FSA” package in R (Herberich et al.
2010, Ogle et al. 2020, R Development Core Team
2020). We conducted chi-squared tests with Yates’s
correction on contingency tables on prevalence at
different locations obtained by the 3 different methods (whole sample CPLM, 3 ml subsample
FlowCam, and 1 mL subsample eDNA). We performed pairwise comparisons among our 3 sampling methods (eDNA, FlowCam, and CPLM)
using a Kruskal–Wallis test followed by a Dunn
test with Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons to compare prevalence obtained from the
lowest CPLM prevalence location (Calder’s Dock)
using standardized 3 mL subsample volumes for
each method (Ogle et al. 2020, R Development
Core Team 2020). We then calculated prevalence
data from Calder’s Dock samples to estimate the
cumulative probability of detecting at least one veliger with increasing number of samples analyzed
with basic R (R Development Core Team 2020).
We did this by randomly sampling prevalence data
100 times with the corresponding number of samples to obtain the cumulative probability of detecting at least one veliger.
To assess the comparative cost-effectiveness of
the 3 methods, we collected the startup cost of
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Labor (hours of processing for
500 subsamples of 3 mL each)
Cost of labor (USD/hour)
Running cost per 3 ml subsample
(labor plus consumables)
Total running costs for 500
subsamples of 3 mL each

2160

8870
Total startup cost
Consumables

10
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AZ custom-made crosspolarizing lenses
Leica crosspolarizing lenses
Glass petri dish

Disposable transfer
pipets and PVP

3392

Reagents (per reaction)

1000
Flash gel camera and
docking system

100

XPL (crosspolarizing lenses)

40,000

167

Reagents (per reaction)

455
Micropipettors
(Fisher Scientific)
455

Cost
28,906
Equipment
StepOnePlus
PCR system
Cost
7711
Initial costs

Equipment
Microscope

Equipment
VS-1-C B3 FlowCam
(fluid imaging)

Cost
77,500

Equipment
BIO RAD T100TM
thermal cycler
(low end)
Micropipettors
(Fisher Scientific)
Microwave

Cost
3967

eDNA (qPCR)
eDNA (conventional PCR)

Veliger abundance estimates from CPLM varied
widely across Lake Winnipeg. Abundances were
highest in the south (Winnipeg Beach mean ¼
493.90 individuals [inds]/m3, SD ¼ 212.69 inds/
m3; Hnausa mean ¼ 256.19 inds/m3, SD ¼ 71.90
inds/m3), low in the north (Grand Rapids mean
¼ 12.12 inds/m3, SD ¼ 24.19 inds/m3; Dauphin
River mean ¼ 91.52 inds/m3, SD ¼ 42.28 inds/
m3), and, surprisingly, lowest in the channel
between basins (Calder’s Dock mean ¼ 0.47
inds/m3, SD ¼ 0.66 inds/m3). There was a significant difference in CPLM abundances between
locations (Kruskal–Wallis followed by Dunn test,
p < 0.001 for all pairwise comparisons).
CPLM yielded high prevalence at both southern sites (100%) and both northern sites
(99–100%), with lower prevalence (63%) at
Calder’s Dock, in the channel between the north
and south basins (Figure 2). FlowCam returned
moderate prevalence values (45–63%) in the
south, and low to moderate prevalence values
(2–34%) elsewhere (Figure 2). eDNA gave high
prevalence values (91–94%) only at the 2 southern locations, failed at the mid-lake Calder’s
Dock (0%), and gave low prevalence at the northern locations (4–7%; Figure 2). A sensitivity test
determined that a single veliger could be detected
in a sample using the primer pair selected, demonstrating high sensitivity of the marker. Our
PCR inhibition testing suggested that a high
density of phytoplankton in the sample did result
in PCR inhibition, although detection of small
numbers of veligers was still possible (i.e., 2 or
more veligers could be reliably detected even
with phytoplankton present). Prevalence obtained
by the 3 different methods were significantly different from each other in all pairwise comparisons (chi-squared tests with Yates’s corrections,

FlowCam þ XPL

Results

CPLM

buying new equipment for each method, as well
as that of all necessary paraphernalia for each
method. Based on labor, time, and consumables,
we calculated the cost needed to process each
sample and the labor required (Table 1). We
have also included the cost of using qPCR in our
results, as it has gained popularity in eDNA analyses (Xia et al. 2018).

Table 1. Cost and labor comparison of 3 methods of analysis of 500 plankton samples collected from Lake Winnipeg for the detection of zebra mussels. Cost of equipment compiled from our own purchases and invoices. PCR costs are from Schlatter et al. (2015). All costs are in American dollars (USD$).
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Figure 2. Prevalence (proportion of samples with positive
detections) of zebra mussels in samples analyzed using CPLM,
FlowCam, and cPCR. Lake water volumes surveyed for a given
subsample varied from 1 to 3 m3 (complete samples) for
CPLM, from 0.06 to 0.18 m3 for FlowCam, and were 0.02 and
0.06 m3 for cPCR.

p < 0.05), except between eDNA and FlowCam at
Grand Rapids and Calder’s Dock. This first
approach utilized different subsample fractions to
assess prevalence, as subsample volumes represent practical limits related to sample processing
for both FlowCam and cPCR. Using our second
approach, comparing standardized 3 mL subsamples from our lowest prevalence and abundance
site (Calder’s Dock), prevalence was again significantly higher with CPLM than with either
FlowCam (Dunn test, p  0.05) or eDNA (Dunn
test, p < 0.05; Figure 3). Prevalence also differed
significantly between FlowCam and eDNA (Dunn
test, p < 0.05). The cumulative probability of
detecting at least one veliger was significantly
related to the number of samples analyzed
(Figure 3). The probability of detecting at least
one veliger with increasing number of samples
analyzed increased significantly more quickly
using CPLM than with either of the other methods (GLM, p < 0.001, for all pairwise
comparisons).
In the test for volume-based artifacts in
FlowCam abundances, we found no significant
difference in the number of individual veligers
detected per unit of lake volume sampled with
increasing subsample volume for either the lowabundance location (analysis of variance
[ANOVA], df ¼1,16, F ¼ 0.54, p ¼ 0.47) or the
high-abundance location (ANOVA, df ¼1,16,
F ¼ 0.36, p ¼ 0.56).

Figure 3. Probability of detecting at least one zebra mussel
veliger with increasing number of 3 mL subsamples analyzed.
Three different methods (FlowCam, eDNA, and CPLM) were
tested using 3 mL subsamples (of 98 total) of plankton collected from Calder’s Dock in Lake Winnipeg. Prevalence was
randomly sampled using R to determine detection probability
with increasing number of samples analyzed.

In our comparison of the economics of the 3
methods tested plus qPCR, CPLM had the highest sensitivity, second lowest overall cost (startup
plus cost to run 500 samples, including labor and
consumables) at $11,030, and intermediate processing time (Figure 3, Table 1). cPCR had the
lowest overall costs for startup and running of
500 samples of any of the compared methods at
$8962. qPCR had considerably higher startup
costs and highest running cost, and therefore the
second highest overall costs at $33,801, but
promises higher sensitivity than cPCR (Table 1).
FlowCam had intermediate sensitivity but the
highest startup cost, intermediate running cost,
and highest processing time, giving it the highest
overall cost by far at $93,996 (Figure 3, Table 1).
Discussion

Increasing sampling effort in plankton sampling
can increase the success of detection of zebra
mussel veligers (Counihan and Bollens 2017).
However, most monitoring programs are constrained by cost and time required for analysis.
In this study, we demonstrated successful detection of zebra mussel veligers in a newly invaded
system via intensive sampling and 3 different
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methods of analysis. Despite being only discovered in Lake Winnipeg in autumn 2013, veligers
were detected at all 5 lake locations, suggesting
long-distance dispersal (400 km) by summer
2015. Veliger abundance, as estimated by wholesample (1–3 m3 of lake water sampled) CPLM
assays, in the north basin and mid-lake channel
was very low, universally lower than 300 individual/m3. The south basin, by contrast, had a
higher mean abundance of 800 individual/m3.
Overall, veliger abundance in the lake was very
low, however, with a maximum observed density
of only 1075 individual/m3. In contrast, Lake Erie
had about 3000 individual/m3 in 1989 during the
initial stages of invasion (Riessen et al. 1993),
increasing to between 40,000 to 400,000 individuals/m3 during summer 1990 (MacIsaac et al.
1992). The very low observed veliger abundance
in Lake Winnipeg could indicate the species was
in the lag phase of invasion.
Veligers were present at very low but detectable abundance throughout the lake. Prevalence
using CPLM at both southern locations was
100%, and nearly as high (99–100%) at northern
ones (Figure 2). Low abundance and high prevalence of veligers in Lake Winnipeg may indicate
that there are small populations of adult zebra
mussels throughout the lake, even in the north
basin. Adult zebra mussels were detected by
monitoring programs in the south basin long
before detections in the north (CWS 2015). As
expected, abundance of veligers was also higher
in the south basin, where they seemingly established earlier. Samples from Calder’s Dock had
the lowest abundance, possibly due to high flow
rate through the narrow channel (Zhao et al.
2012). Veligers experience high mortality rates
when exposed to turbulent water or hydrodynamic forces (Rehmann et al. 2003, Horvath
and Crane 2010).
The seemingly high rate of spread over such a
short time span suggests that undetected population(s) existed farther north in the lake during
2013, likely because humans or natural processes
dispersed mussels to the northern basin shortly
after initial colonization. Veligers could spread
from south to north via prevailing water currents
(Zhao et al. 2012), or postveligers or adults could
spread attached to drifting macrophytes or debris
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(Johnson and Carlton 1996, Bobeldyk et al.
2005). The abundance of veligers may also vary
widely in one season (Riessen et al. 1993). Our
abundance and prevalence data were obtained
from a single sampling event. Increasing the
number and timing of sampling events can provide a better understanding of the dynamics in
veliger abundance and prevalence and, possibly,
of mechanism(s) of dispersal. Also, samples collected in previous years might shed light on the
establishment date in the lake, as well as on
spread dynamics.
Effective monitoring is needed for the early
detection of invasive dreissenid mussels to prevent costly management efforts. While intensive
sampling can increase the chance of detection,
methods of analysis need to be quick, sensitive,
and cost-effective. Ideally, methods should be
suitable for efficient processing of large numbers
of samples obtained from intensive sampling (i.e.,
with high sensitivity; Counihan and Bollens
2017). Most research has focused on optimization
of a single method of detection. Even when comparing multiple methods, different samples may
be analyzed (Frischer et al. 2012). In our study,
all 3 methods were performed on the same samples, beginning with nondestructive sampling
using CPLM, followed by nondestructive sampling using FlowCam, and finishing with partially
destructive sampling using eDNA.
We observed significantly lower prevalence
with FlowCam and eDNA as compared to
CPLM, indicating that the former 2 approaches
were more prone to detection failures. It is
important to note that the high performance of
CPLM in our study was facilitated, in part, by
removal of large (>300 lm) plankton. Had we
retained this matter in our sample, it is possible—indeed, likely—that some veligers would
have been partially or fully covered and thus not
observed, leading to false negatives. False negatives with FlowCam were seemingly caused by
the IMS software not recognizing veligers. We
noted that some veligers passed through the flow
cell in the FlowCam but were not captured by
the imaging software, causing FlowCam counts to
be lower than microscopic ones even though
both approaches used highly effective, crosspolarizing lenses. Visual inspection of captured
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FlowCam images revealed that many particles
captured were not veligers, raising the possibility
of false positives if images are not carefully vetted. These errors with the FlowCam could occur
when the software captures images of birefringent
sand particles or microplastics (Lusher et al.
2017). Newer software has been developed to better detect veligers (Fluid Imaging Technologies
Inc 2017).
All locations had at least one positive cPCR
result for the presence of zebra mussels except
for the Calder’s Dock location. Our primer pair
was determined to possess high sensitivity. As
indicated by our inhibition testing, phytoplankton
did make it less likely that we detected one veliger in our samples. Thus, it is possible that PCR
inhibition occurred in some of the locations with
prolific phytoplankton, which could result in false
negatives. The use of optimized reagents for use
with PCR inhibitors and the use of internal positive controls in PCRs would help to raise detection probabilities. However, veliger abundance at
Calder’s Dock was very low (averaging 0.39
veligers/m3); 1 mL subsamples (0.02–0.06m3 lake
volume sampled) at that location resulted in 0%
prevalence using eDNA. Preliminary work determined that one veliger was enough to obtain a
positive detection result, but our 1 mL subsamples likely failed to contain any veligers for this
site. Supporting this hypothesis, tests with higher
volume (3 mL) subsamples succeeded in detecting
veligers more often. In situations where expected
abundance of the target is low, it would be advisable to extract DNA from the whole plankton
sample or from larger subsamples to increase the
odds of capturing a rare veliger.
Using standardized subsample volumes (3 mL)
and repetitively sampling a single location using
the 3 different methods, we observed the highest
detection probability using CPLM. However, all 3
methods had a high probability of detection
when large numbers of samples were processed.
As we intentionally selected a sample known to
have very low veliger abundance, these results are
highly relevant to workers who suspect their system may be newly invaded by Dreissena mussels,
or as part of regular pre-invasion monitoring.
In this study we demonstrated that dispersal
of zebra mussels across one of the world’s

largest lakes seemingly occurred very quickly.
Zebra mussel veligers can persist in the plankton
for up to 90 d (Ackerman et al. 1994). If we estimate current velocities from Figure 8 in Zhao
et al. (2012) as between 1 and 2 cm/sec, veligers
could potentially be transported up to 75 to
150 km in those 90 d, suggesting that currentdriven spread would be sufficient to explain the
presence of veligers throughout the lake within a
few years of colonization. Boater traffic may
simply supplement or enhance this natural
spread. Detection of zebra mussel veligers was
most successful using CLPM, owing to the animals’ unique birefringence property. Although
labor-intensive, CPLM yielded the highest detection probability while also providing abundance
estimates, with relatively low startup and running costs. cPCR was less sensitive than CPML,
but has relatively low costs and could be useful
for large-scale monitoring programs where rapid
processing of large numbers of samples is
desired, as many samples can be analyzed
quickly and inexpensively. FlowCam has the
advantage that it can process large numbers of
samples and present candidate images to the
operator for confirmation with significantly
lower operator fatigue than CPLM, at a cost of
lower sensitivity and relatively high startup
costs. If a highly sensitive eDNA approach were
desired, the researcher could use qPCR (at
higher startup and running cost than cPCR), as
qPCR is up to 10 more sensitive than cPCR
(1  107 vs. 1  106 ng/mL; Xia et al. 2018),
making detection more likely.
Depending on management priorities, managers
may arrive at different detection solutions.
However, all 3 methods studied are complementary
and could be deployed in combination. Ongoing
monitoring could be performed quickly and cheaply
using cPCR on planktonic or water samples.
FlowCam, with its ability to produce essentially
unlimited images of potential species of interest,
could be used to confirm the presence of a species
of interest, to estimate abundance, or to assess the
presence of other plankton species that might compromise detection with either CPLM or cDNA.
Researchers or managers could then use CPLM to
accurately assess abundance, size structure, or other
visual characteristics of the species of interest.
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